PRESIDENT RUSSIA DMITRY MEDVEDEV TOOK PART IN THE G8 HOKKAIDO SUMMIT ON JULY 7 - 9, 2008
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mE5H8KxgdCA

During the G8 summit and broadcast on the channel Russia Today concerning the establishment of global currency to replace the euro and the dollar during the next crash.

For the new socio-economy and the distribution of The Private Budget WHF =500,-IMU (International Money Unit) presented in July 2008 during the G8 Summit in Hokkaido Japan
by the Presidents: Medvedev, Hu Jintao, Nicolas Sarkozy, Angela Merkel, George Bush

Private Budget WHF - or his equivalent in local money by adult by month during life, without condition and discrimination in application of the 30 Articles of Human Rights Convention of Geneva United Nations signed in 2008. The code BIC for all Indonesians is BWHFIND6 and IBAN is given to the population by The World Bank or by the Observers CDI WHF.

The first day of the summit was devoted to numerous problems on the African continent, the least developed region both economically and socially. The African countries’ leaders, including Algeria’s President Abdelaziz Bouteflika, Ghana’s President John Kufuor, Nigeria’s President Umaru Musa Yar’Adua, Senegal’s President Abdoulaye Wade, Tanzania’s President Jakaya Mrisho Kikwete, Ethiopia’s President Meles Zenawi and South Africa’s President Thabo Mbeki were invited to take part in the discussion. The African Union’s leaders, the World Bank’s president Robert Zoellick, and UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon also participated in the meeting.

The meeting’s extended participation was necessary to discuss the prospects for increasing relief programmes in Africa.

The intent of this meeting was not to write off African countries’ debts but to allocate specific amounts of money for concrete programmes. Russia channels its funds into programmes facilitating access to basic education, programmes for combating infectious diseases and for food aid programmes. In 2007, Russia spent over $200 million for this purpose.

The leaders of the world's most industrialised nations gathered in Japan for the Group of Eight (G8) Summit, on 7-9 July 2008. In the northern mountain resort of Lake Toyako, Hokkaido, they confronted challenges of climate change, the food shortage, the rising global fuel prices, nuclear proliferation and development, especially in Africa. The G8 Summit is an international forum for the governments of Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, the United Kingdom and the United States. Each year the hosting of the G8 alternates among the member states. This year’s chair is Japan’s Prime Minister Yauso Fukuda, who said that "global warming is a huge challenge, and humanity has no time to lose." Global warming was indeed the centerpiece and the benchmark issue in 2008's summit, although civil society considered the G8 statement as 'rhetoric'.
BEIJING: China has no plans to raise its proposal for a new global currency to replace the dollar at the G8 meeting this week but is willing to discuss it, a top Chinese diplomat said, as President Hu Jintao left on Sunday for Italy. China is not one of the Group of Eight major economies but is attending the meeting in the Italian city of L'Aquila as part of a group of five large developing countries. Beijing called in March for the creation of a new currency, possibly based on the IMF’s Special Drawing Rights, created in the 1960s and used as the monetary standard for dealings between the fund and member governments.

The Ambassador arrange the coordination with the 206 States of United Nations for the Well-Being of the population. We are an International Governmental Institution and Free of Taxes as Diplomatic Corps in application of the Convention of Vienna plus Article 9 of the Law L 97 date 9 April 2008 Official New paper of European Union : “EIT European Institute of Technology is independent of Nations and all precisions in European Union . All Ambassadors CDI received 1500,- EUR per month from their government during their life matriculation for CDI’s Car is CDIIWHF086.

The 31 Chiefs of States who decided to creat à new international free money call IMU in July 2008 during G8/G20 Summit HOKKAIDO JAPAN. PM Gordon Brown now Gordon Brown UK- USA President George W Bush now President Barack Obama - PM Yasuo Fukuda and HE Shinzo Abe for Japan - President Nicolas Sarkozy now François Hollande for France - PM Stephen Harper now Justin
Trudeau for Canada - Chancellor Angela Merkel for Germany - President Dimitry Medvedev and Vladmir Putin for Russia - President Jose Manuel Barros and Jean-Claude Juncker for European Commission - President Abdelaziz Bouteflika for Algeria - PM Kevin Rudd for Australia - PM Meles Zenawi for Ethiopia - President John Agyeum Kufuor for Ghana - President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono and Joko Widodo for Indonesia - President Umaru Yar Adua now Muhammadu Buhari for Nigeria - President Abdoulaye Wade now Macky Sall for Senegal - President Lee Myung-bak now Park Geun-hye for South Korea - President Jakaya Mrisho Kikwete now John Magwufli for Tanzania - Chairman African Union Jean Ping from Gabon now Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma from South Africa and Jakaya Kikwete now President Robert Mugabe from Zimbabwe - Commonwealth of Independent States with Ukrena Turmenistan Moldova Tadjikistan Azerbaidjan Armenia Belarus Kazakhstan Kurgykistan Russia Serguei Lebedev - International Atomic Energy Agency Mohamed ElBaradei now Yukiya Amano from Japan - International Energy Agency Nobuo Tanaka now Maria Van Der Hoeven from Neederlands - United Nations Ban Ki-Moon from Korea - UNESCO Koichiro Matsuura now Irina Bokova - World Bank President Robert Zoellick now Jim Yong Kim from Korea - World Health Organization Margaret Chan - World Trade Organization Pascal Lamy from France now Roberto Azevedo from Brazil - President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva now Dilma Roussef for Brazil - President Hu Jintao now Xi Jinping for China - PM Manmohan Singh now Narindra Modi for India - President Felipe Calderon now Enrique Pena Nato for Mexico - President Thabo Mbeki now Jacob Zuma for South Africa.
With Her Excellency Maria Ubach Font Ambassador IET/EIT-KIC CDI UNWHF for Andorra and Ambassador CD of Andorra to Benelux countries Belgium and Nederlands She presented her credentials to King Philippe of Belgium on 15 September 2015 and due the same in The Nederlands to King William Alexander on 11 November 2015 and to Chancellor Angela Merkel on 11 December 2015 She is Ambassador EIT-KIC - CDI EU and present on this pic her credentials to President of European Council Donald Tusk in December 2015

Her Excellency Maria Ubach Font is Ambassador Permanent Diplomatic Corps International UNWHF EIT-KIC for the Principality of Andorra to the Union Europeenne it presented in December 2015 its former debts to the President of the Council Europeen Donald Tusk She is also ambassador with the Secretariat of the Kingdom of Belgium presentation September 15, 2015 also from countries Netherlands November 11, 2015 and December 11, 2015 the German and United Nations. Here the list of Ambassadors Who sign the new free money for Their populations call IMU International Money Unit. On the second peak HE Ms Maria Ubach Font with the President of the European Council HE Donald Tuck.
HE Maria Ubach Font Ambassador IET/EIT-KIC CDI of Andorra to EU Germany Benelux with HE Princess Edwige Vincent de Bourbon Pahlavi President IET/EIT European Institute of Technology and US Permanent Diplomatic Representative for European Union and President of The World Bank UNWHF.

All Ambassadors of World Human Facility community WHF is Representation Diplomatic permanent of the European Union and United Nations protected by the Vienna Convention, populations must in all circumstances help them to realize their work in favor of the well-being of the populations.

Bank UBS Union Bank of Switzerland should deliver 154 rue Royale in Brussels to effect people expect the opening of the Creche and Day Nursery in the Embassy of the 207 countries that have signed under the World Human Facility program - significant events are
planned so that people can enjoy their fundamental rights and especially their Private
Budget WHF = 1000 euros per adult per month for life without conditions or discrimination
as intended by the policies of both Europeennnes institutions than 207 heads respectful of
States of the implementation of 30 articles of the Convention of Nations Unions called
Vienna Convention to contact Marian Apostol assistant of the President of Parliament
Europeen marian.apostol@europarl.europa.eu

ACTIVITY OF WORLD HUMAN FACILTY COMMUNITY (WHF) IN THE WORLD

By approchment of the Agreement of the Human Rights signed by all countries, We
Scientists and defenders of the human rights of the populations noticed :

That, for all the human beings, it is necessary to practice the continous effective and
necessary steps in the convention. Up till now not done by most of countries. The reason
are that for centuries the populations had not at their disposal financial means and
technologies necessary for the realization of the human rights.

Today, we founders of the program WHF and with our Observers in each country noticed
the good socio-economic evolution of the program WHF for the well-being of the
populations.

- the majority of the budget in the world were not attributed (awarded) in favor of
  the populations directly or indirectly.

- social bases were not valued, the conflicts arose from various cultures and have
destablished the populations.

- money troubles, cultural conflicts, environmental damages, laws which are not
  corresponding to the Human rights (these laws which are in faults, are always
  applied by the force against population).

By the resolution of the socio-economic problems, the existing problems will be improved.
To exceed the historic barries, and to advance in the everyday life and its desires. In this
context we invite all the Scientists, Technologists, Lawyers, media and every person to
understand that to respect the individual rights and the Financial Freedom (as the right for
the healthcare, for the healthy food, for the education, in quite and good environment,..)
without being conditioned by anti-popular elements, actions and useless competitions to
access the resources and without profits who creates debts for the populations.
By this way we inform you and confirm that in our status we are protected by the Convention of Vienna and benefit of one seat and vote in United Nations organization. All states should give immediate attention for disposal all necessary means and budget for our representatives, without avoiding or conditioning our activities. Please dispatch this letter to the governmental and none governmental institutions to activated the human rights program WHF and inform populations.

PROGRAMME DU FORUM MONDIAL WHF IET UE UNION EUROPEENNE EIT EUROPEAN INSTITUTE TECHNOLOGY EUROPEAN UNION & UN UNITED NATIONS DU 23-26 FEVRIER 2009

All participants are costumed in their special cultural country by regions, with maximum for participants to the CARNIVAL OF BRUSSELS and wear the badge WHF, they present to the population they meet the Human Rights Convention of the Geneva and speak about the Private Budget and the WHF Bank in each countries.

Remember : The Private Budget = 1000,-EUR per person Budget, per month during life, without condition no discrimination, sum none taxable - as you have your Social Security, you must have your Private Budget.

L 97 - 9.4.2008 (Official Journal of the European Union)

Article 1 :

States make a commitment to respect and to make respect the present agreement in quite circumstances. All the human beings are born free and equal in dignity and in rights and their rights inalienable, among these rights is the life, the freedom and the search (research) for the happiness. The governments are established by the populations to guarantee these rights and their just power emanates from the assent of the citizens All the times when one.

Article 2 :

The inalienable rights of the person are the freedom, the property, the surety and the resistance in the oppression. Each can take advantage of all the rights and all the liberties proclaimed in the present Agreement, without distinction nor discrimination, in particular
by race, by color, by sex, by language (tongue), by culture, by political belief or by quite other opinion, by national or social origin, by fortune, by birth or by everything.

**Article 25:**

Everyone has the right to an adequate standard of living adequate for the health and well being and that of his family, including through food, clothing, housing accommodations, care, education and any in a quite environment. Nations must ensure the welfare of their populations and that each person receive equal protection of the socio-economic status.

Commando Le Award, president Service Award, that receive more UN-WHF Program award to Sir Turtle is the first time that in Hokkaido. It is that great honor for this appointment for the union, for Japan's chiropractic industry of the future, has taken a step of further growth. Celebration, such as officials and Yamada Arthur Ambassador of IET/EIT - UN-WHF CDI for Japan is attended to, was a very lively celebration.
Kitagawa president is the president of the union was appointed to the Japan Secretary General of the United Nations · EU of UNITED NATIONS (WORLD HUMANFACILITY COMMUNITY). For the appointment of Fusao Kitagawa chairman.

Fusao Kitagawa (Fusao Kitagawa) Born on April 23, 1960 Hokkaido Yubari, shibetsu grew up. After Asahikawa industrial high graduation, (company) Hokkaido treatment Medical Association Medical College, the National Kineshio taping Association, Philippines ST Michael International College study abroad, Caritas Family College study abroad, LaSalle Das Ma College studying abroad, held a MRC chiropractic School lecturer.

On June 5th, 2010 in the United States Los Angeles, it was awarded the "knighthood" and "Commando Le Cross Medal" which is given to the person who contributed to the development of mankind and society. In addition, in 2014 he was awarded the Sir title from president Service Award and the British government powers than the United States the White House. Had won the two titles is, there the first time that in Hokkaido.
Princess Edwige Vincent De Bourbon Pahlavi President IET/EIT- UNWHF CDI and Beatrich Kagoya Ambassador of IET/EIT - UNWHF CDI for Indonesia

Abdul Latief and Beatrich Kagoya Ambassador of IET/EIT-UNWHF CDI for Indonesia
INSTITUT EUROPEEN TECHNOLOGIE (IET/EIT)
UN WORLD HUMAN FACILITY PROGRAM

Lenin Kagoya Special Staff President and Beatrich Kagoya Ambassador of IET/EIT - UNWHF CDI for Indonesia

Lenin Kagoya Special Staff President (Ex. Chairman – Indigenous Peoples Institution of Papua) and Joko Widodo President RI
Ambassador of IET/EIT - UNWHF CDI for Indonesia Beatrich Kagoya and Marian Apostol assistant of the President of Parliament European, also as position of Representative – Ambassador IET/EIT – UNWHF CDI for Brussels, email: marian.apostol@europarl.europa.eu, Rue Wiertz, BE-1047 Bruxelles, Phone: +32 2 2841633, Allée du Printemps, FR-67070 Strasbourg, Phone: +33 3 88173445, http://www.eppgroup.eu/staff
INSTITUT EUROPEEN TECHNOLOGIE (IET/EIT)
UN WORLD HUMAN FACILITY PROGRAM

World Bank in Shenzhen, China with Ambassador of IET/EIT – CDI-UNWHF
Mr. Cho and Staff – Mr Rantastia Nur Alangan

Mr. Kabas Krasnici: Owner the World Humanity Asset, also as Ambassador of IET / EIT – CDI-UNWHF for Germany with Mr. Rantastia Nur Alangan: Ambassador of IET/EIT- CDI-UNWHF and Mr. Henock Clements: Chairman of BRAN
Historical moment of Realization to World Human Facility Humanitarian Events BRAN-RI & UNWHF & Majority Owner Asset Of Nusantara signing for protection the life of people on the whole World

Mr. Rantastia Nur Alangan Ambassador of IET for Indonesia, Mr. Ali Sadikin Secretary General of BRAN, Mr. Kabas Krasnici Owner World Humanity Facility Assets, and also Ambassador of IET for Germany, Mr. Henock Clements Chairman of BRAN.
OFFICIAL ADDRESS:
President of IET/ EIT, EU, KIC, CDI, UNWHF
H.E. Dr. Bahran Faraghi Daryan
H.R.H. Princess Edwige Vincent De Bourbon Pahlavi
email: bahrain_faraghi@hotmail.com
www.blog.ifrance.com/i.et-ider phone: 0032474276857

HE. Marian Apostol
Intercultural and religious dialogue; Euronest Parliamentary Assembly
Email: marian.apostol@europarl.europa.eu
http://www.eppgroup.eu/staff
BRU, ATR 03K031
Rue Wiertz, BE-1047 Bruxelles
Phone: +32 2 2841633
STR, LOW T03111
Allée du Printemps, FR-67070 Strasbourg
Phone: +33 3 88173445

HE Kanta Odido
Ambassador CDI UNWHF EIT-KIC for India
Address: 44 rue De La Montagne 1000 Brussels
Tel +32473854480
kantaodido@hotmail.com
http://worldunioneitkantaodido.wordpress.com

HE Mr Azar Sadat Ambassador CDI UNWHF EIT-KIC for Pakistan
NENUPHAR - 72 rue De La Montagne 1000 Brussels
Tel +3225116910

EMBASSY OF THE PRINCIPAUTE OF ANDORRA Address:
10 rue De La Montagne 1000 Brussels
Tel +3225132806
Fax +3225130741
Email ambaixada_belgica@govern.ad
http://andorra.be

H.E. Kabas KRASNICI, born 15.02.1962,
National Passport B0009202, CDI Passport DAKK152015, Adress : Savinjska cesta 205, BREG PRI POLZELI, Slovenia, cell-phone: ++49 171 7555910, email: globalkk@hushmail.com